
Scriptamanent
         Tell your story about your experience of volunteering abroad

1st Article
This competition is open for young people between 15 and 30 years, resident in one of the European 
countries, who did any kind of volunteer service abroad between January 2007 and February 2010.

2nd article
The participation at this competition happens with the sending of a literary letter which has been inspired by 
the experience. It can written in the form of reportage, story, poesy, ecc. 
The work has to be sent in the format WORD (.doc, .docx) until the 01.04. 2010 to this e-mail 
scriptamanent@europe.com

3rd article
The work has to be long at least two folders (one folder is made of 1800 characters) but not longer then 6 
folders.

4th article
The work needs to be sent together with the sheet of registration completely filled-in. If the registration sheet is 
missing the work is going to be excluded of the competition.

5th article
The work can be done in one of these languages: Italian, English, French, Spanish or German.

6th article
The winning work, unchallengeable choosen of the Jury, will be assigned the 1st price, which is the sum of 300 
euro. The second and the third winner are going to be awarded by a voucher for purchase books. The Jury 
reserves the faculty to not assign any award, if they consider it as necessary.

7th article
The works are not going to be refunded and the Associazione Culturale Link reserves the rights to use them s 
without asking permissions of the writer.

8th article
More information, and clarifications are given by contacting the Associazione Culturale Link, head office in Via 
Silvio Pellico 10, 70022 Altamura (BA), Italy. All informations about the competition are going to be publicated 
on the official webpage www.linkyouth.org and on the blog http://freego.wordpress.com.
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